Powerful steps of conscious co-creation: manifest from the heart and live your
dreams in the new earth
Eunjung Choi and Yves Nager will share how you can manifest from the heart and live your dreams in
the new earth. You will learn effective steps and powerful energetic exercises on how you can create
your life in a conscious and playful way and in heart-based co-creation with others. These steps and
energetic exercises are based on Eunjung's powerful creation system called ImagiTrix (Imagination,
Divine Magic & Matrix) and many years of Yves' experience in life coaching, healing and hypnotherapy.
They will share about their own journey of transformation and expansion and how they fully embrace
their gifts, fulfill their highest purpose and live their dreams around the world. When we realize the
gift of taking full responsibility for everything what happens in our lives and start to notice the
blessings in disguise, we come to a point of conscious co-creation. We then can let go of any guilt,
regret or fear and make heart-centered choices in each moment to serve the highest good of all.
There is an abundance of information already widely available about manifestation, wealth, laws of
attraction, living dreams etc. And yet many still live and create from a consciousness of lack or poverty
programmed by past perceived failures or concerns or fears for the future. The truth is that we live in
an abundant universe. When we remember this connection and choose to create from our authentic
self and out of the now moment, we become powerful and conscious creators.
Eunjung and Yves will facilitate powerful steps assisting you to release old limiting beliefs and
programs from past experiences as well as anxiety or fears about the future. You will create a space
where you can merge with the highest aspect of yourself and enlist help from invisible realms such as
angels, faeries, and other masters of wisdom and love. Then you can move on to a wide open space
of imagination which is the very foundation for creation, and play and imagine what you can create
and desire to experience.
Eunjung will help this process with her unique and powerful guided visualization and meditation
journey where people can anchor in their dreams and desires and weave them into their conscious
and subconscious field of creation (Eunjung calls this “Creation Matrix”). Yves also will share about
other energetic exercises and practical applications of meditative awareness practices and how you
can communicate effectively with yourself, others and the universe to further optimize and integrate
this creation process.

Eunjung and Yves help planetary healers and conscious trail-blazers to activate their divine imagination, live life
magically, and share their gifts with the world using their multi-dimensional tool kits. They have travelled to
more than 30 countries to facilitate workshops and ceremonies.
www.latriaterranova.com & www.yvesnager.com

